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NEED FOR DIGITIZATION/DIGITALIZATION
World is becoming DIGITAL - this is not subject of decision, but must for the economy

“Digitalization is the use of digital technologies to change a business model and provide new revenue and valueproducing opportunities; it is the process of moving to a digital business.”
USA is becoming GLOBAL player due to its free trade economy and stimulation of innovation, thus also
deregulation
• EUROPE is LAGGING BEHIND due to overregulation and conservative approach toward business freedom but,
the situation is changing:
 An initiative called the Digital Single Market was developed, with recommendations for national digital agendas
in EU, which gradually and positively should contribute to the future societal transformation, with more modern
development of communities, structures and to create a basis for e-governance and information society.
 The debate surrounding digitalization gained increased practical importance for politics, business and social
issues, and is linked to political work issues for community development, new changes in the practical business
approaches, effective opportunities for organizations in operational and business process development.
Western Balkan is still out of EU, without access to structural funds and partially transposing EU initiatives
Process of the digital transformation creates economic growth, as a 10-percent increase in the digitization
index is associated with a 0.63 percent GDP growth in Western Balkans (source from the Study: The Impact
of Digital Transformation on the Western Balkans – Tackling the Challenges towards Political Stability and
Economic Prosperity)
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DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION – THE ONLY WAY
In order to successfully meet the challenges of digital transformation, it is necessary to get deep
understanding of the technical developments and trends that underlie the buzzwords of Big Data, the
Internet of Things or Industry 4.0, as well as their business implications.
Changing operating environment
•World will consist of various networks or ecosystems
•Efficient collaboration and information sharing both within and among organizations is needed
•Operators should enable employees to work from anywhere and with any device
•Companies that build their IT on top of legacy systems will most likely regret their decisions later
Superior customer experiences
•Digitalization makes it possible to get closer to the customer before they even realize they need help
•By analyzing customer data, we can increase our understanding of customer needs and thus create ever better
services
•By understanding of customer desires and needs, improving the customer experience, we are creating new
services
New business opportunities
•Digitalization makes it possible new business models such as Sharing Economy (Airbnb , Über…)
•In the digital era, many of the most successful ideas have been created by an external operator
•Companies will also need strong partners to build future-proof solutions together—partners who understand both
technology and business and have a clear vision of the future of business
WB6+ partners should be pioneers in enabling Digital Transformation, especially in Western Balkan
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CURRENT SITUATION OF DIGITIZATION IN THE WESTERN
BALKAN COUNTRIES
No public debate
about role of
digitization for the
Region

ICT Industry as cash cow for Govt. (Special fees
etc.)

No single market
for ICT sector

Lack of joint
digitization
strategies

DIGITIZATION WILL be of utmost importance for
prosperity in Western Balkan Countries

Need for
harmonisation of
legal framework

Our Partners as
major investors in
Western Balkan
region

No cross border
activities

Digitization not part
of the political Top
level Process
Enable PAN european
ICT INFRASTRUCTURE
(PAN NET)
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DIGITAL TRANSFMATION OF WESTERN BALKANS 6+ INITIAITIVE

Raise awareness for
investmentfriendly conditions

Ensure political support for
cross-border activities

Position Partners as key players
in digitization
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REGIONAL APPROACH NECESSARY TO REALIZE GROWTH
POTENTIAL AND SET THE SCENE FOR FUTURE PROSPERITY
National approach prevents reaping the benefits from cooperation via …
 Different levels of development of ICT infrastructure & respective service portfolio
 Fragmented strategies & policies at the political level
 Difficulties to initiate joint actions and projects
 Obstacles in attaining funding sources resulting in lower investments

Regional approach facilitates cooperation and realization of efficiencies and growth possibilities via …
 Creation of larger and more flexible market
 Leveraging best local know-how from country to regional level
 Easier access to funding opportunities inducing higher and more investments
 Support from regional and EU initiatives
 Alignment with national initiatives (Digital Agenda 2020 and Digital Agenda 2025)
 Excellent & established relations between academia representatives throughout the Western Balkans
 Facilitating & boosting EU integration process of entire Western Balkans
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SCOPE OF JOINT STUDY: Multi-stakeholder dialogue
required
Where We Are:
1 Current Situation and Role
& Importance of ICTs
Economic Impact of
Harmonized &
2 Collaborative Digitization
on the WB
Importance of “Analog
Complements” for
3
Digitization

• macroeconomic analysis of impact
of enhanced digitization
• at country and regional level
showing benefits of cooperation

Social and Political
Implications: Barriers and
Needs

• identification of social and political
challenges & chances
• Needs for & benefits of a regional
approach

Recommendations for
Policy Makers and NRAs

• recommendations need to be clearcut and straightforward
• focus on key political & regulatory
deliverables to boost process
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• current state of digitization and
relevance of ICTs as main drivers for
digitization initiatives
• political and regulatory barriers

• stresses importance of analog
sectors and human assets
• implications for efficient alignment &
cross-industry benefits
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The Impact of Study for Digital Transformation
on the Western Balkans, the way forward
Policy paper-Key messages from the study
 Tackling the Challenges towards Political Stability and Economic Prosperity
in the WB6 region

Next steps and further initiatives
 Inclusion of study findings into relevant national strategies
 Leveraging key messages for digitization initiatives across sectors
 Promoting key messages via chambers and regional initiatives
 Study findings as reference point vis-à-vis national governmental institutions
 Study will serve as enabler & accelerator for funding & EU support

Harmonized & enhanced digitization will result in benefits that clearly
exceed the benefits from the mere sum of fragmented individual efforts
creating innovations, growth, and jobs in the entire region.
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major incentives needed to achieve eu
connectivity targets
EU Targets 2025
Main ”socio-economic
drivers” incl. schools,
universities:

1Gbps
European households (urban
and rural areas):
At least 100 Mbps
upgradable to Gbps speeds

Uninterrupted 5G coverage
for all urban areas and major
transport paths
By end of 2020:
One major city per Member
State to be „5G-enabled“

Expected Costs1
Gigabit Society vision requires ca.
€660 billion investments 2015 - 2035


 €360 billion to be invested in

ultrafast broadband enabling nearly
100% of European households to
access mainly FTTP

 €200 billion to be invested in 5G

due to cell densification, fiber to all
base stations, complete 4G rollout

 €100 billion to be invested in low-

latency proximity data centers

Role of Regulation
 Bulk of investments expected to

come from private sector (EC: 90%)

 Established operators represent ca.

60% of annual network invest2

 Current framework stifles investment

incentives (“access regulation has

delivered competition more at service
level than at network level”)3
 Financial investors call for change in

ex-ante regulation.

Does EU telecoms regulation strike the right balance
between price competition and network investment
incentives?
No*

81%

Yes

19%
0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

Source: Credit Suisse, EU Telecoms Regulation: Investor Survey,
13 January 2016

1) BCG report “Building the Gigabit Society: an inclusive path towards its realization”,
2016
2) ETNO annual report 2015
3) EU COM explanatory memorandum proposal Electronic Communications Code
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Technological neutrality key to achieve
connectivity targets
Focus only on Fibre to the Premise would slow down achievement of EU targets
Gradual fibre
deployment

VHC definition in the Code

Fibre up to distribution point or
similar network performance
 Fibre-to-the-home (FTTH),
fibre to the building (FTTB),
possibly DOCSIS
 VHC definition likely excludes
powerful technologies such as
Super-Vectoring, Bonding, etc.
 Market driven deployment with
technology mix significantly
faster and cheaper2


FTTH/B
≤1 Gbps

„FTT5G“
1 Gbps +

5G

FTTC1
≥100 Mbps/250 Mbps
Fibre deployment
Copper
1)
2)

VDSL, Vectoring, Super-Vectoring
BCG report “Building the Gigabit Society: an inclusive path towards its realization”, 2016
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proposed ECC (code): measures how to improve
investment incentives in access regulation






To incentivise competition for the market, new investment in very high-speed connectivity should not be
subject to regulation for a certain period.
Currently foreseen regulatory incentives for new network elements in case of co-investment should
moreover apply more broadly, e.g. including to:


joint-ventures where participation is agreed at the outset of an investment



fair, reasonable and non-discriminatory risk-sharing commercial wholesale offers

Code should foresee long-term phasing out of legacy regulation to incentivise migration to very highcapacity networks.



Rely on symmetric regime for access to civil engineering (remove new SMP-regime)



Safeguard against multiple access products - limit any regulation to one network layer



Refrain from intervening in competitive markets: remove new network sharing & access obligations for
mobile

Why it matters
 Revolutionary service markets require profound regulatory reforms
 Need for a level playing field for competing services
 Less burdensome regulation for Telco's is key to support innovation & offering of popular services
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Network ‘MappiNg’ aNd passive iNfrastructure
access based on SMP Risk market distortions
Mapping / geographical surveys
 NRAs with new powers to map existing and (planned
broadband networks NGA and VHC) as basis for
“geographic surveys” (3-year forecast)
 Mapping of existing networks can support regional
market definition and analysis
 Survey of investment plans to designate digital
exclusion areas resembles ‘planned economy
‘approach - may lead to less investment:

 Obligation to share business plans and detailed
investment intentions can distort competition
 Fact that NRAs may sanction operators that provide
‘deliberately misleading’ information on investment
plans distorts investment decisions - operators may
under- or over-commit to avoid later sanctions

Access to civil engineering infrastructures
 New obligation on access to civil engineering
assets of the SMP-player (e.g. entry to buildings, inhouse cables, antennae, ducts, masts, cabinets…)
 Access to civil engineering assets positive in
principle: helps to leverage synergies and can
contribute to cost-efficient and fast rollout.
 But new obligations on SMP operators undermine symmetrical regime just entered into
force1 - bottleneck on last meters not SMPrelated
 Proposal to apply strict price regulation limits
incentives to build new ducts
 Criteria for removing access obligations beyond
civil engineering infrastructure remain unclear

1) Directive 2014/61/CE on broadband

cost reduction measures
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Legal challenges for deployment of NGN
infrastructure
Legal challenges (from practice):
 Simplification of the procedure for obtaining approval for building base stations on green field locations
 Clarification of the obligations in the procedure for obtaining a solution for setting up base stations on a
rooftop
 Changes in the procedure for obtaining an approval / solution for installing line infrastructure (optical
cables, EE lines)
 Changes to the conditions for registration of Telco infrastructure in the Agency for Real Estate Cadastre in
accordance with the Law on Real Estate Cadastre
 The construction of a public interest infrastructure (Telco, EE, gas pipeline, water supply, etc.) should be
regulated in a separate Law on the construction of infrastructure of public interest.
 Amendments to the Law on Public Roads (to enable the construction of the Telco infrastructure in the road
belt and the protection zone)
 Harmonization (alignment) of the proposed amendments to the Construction Law with other laws affected
by the procedure for the construction of Telco infrastructure.
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NEXT STEPS & WAY FORWARD

IMPACT OF THE INCREASED DIGITALIZATION
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POLICY RECOMENDATION – ACTIVITIES TO BE DONE
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POLICY RECOMENDATION – ACTIVITIES TO BE DONE2
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